Cluster analysis reveals at least three, and possibly five distinct handedness groups.
Multivariate techniques have used data from hand preference questionnaires to group hand preference items, but no attempt has been made to date to use multivariate analyses to group individuals in terms of handedness groups. This study analyzed the responses of 645 subjects on the Waterloo 60-item handedness questionnaire with a cluster analysis (BMDP) in order to determine the grouping of individuals in terms of hand preference patterns. Five distinct handedness groups were recognized by this procedure and a Discriminant Function Analysis revealed a very high accuracy of assigning individuals to the five groups. A cluster analysis of a shorter 14-item questionnaire suggested three distinct handedness groups, and the degree of accuracy of assigning individuals to these groups was also very high. As is the case with all multivariate techniques in neuropsychology, the question of whether the clusters form meaningful groupings awaits an answer in terms of their different neuropsychological properties.